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Rapid.Space is Europe's only dependency-free converged cloud provider. 

Rapid.Space aims to offer a breakthrough alternative to conventional public clouds or 5G mobile edge computing, based on
open source software, open source hardware and open management procedures.

« If there is free virtualization software or free software dealing with technical aspects such as orchestration, only
Rapid.Space today offers a complete, auditable and reproducible cloud service, i.e. where all software, hardware and
management procedures are free. » says Jean-Paul Smets, President of Rapid.Space and CEO of Nexedi.

« Rapid.Space is a neutral platform for operating 4G or 5G networks, based on the most innovative radio virtualization
technologies. This service guarantees the absence of backdoors by providing full access to the source code. » says Franck
Spinelli, CEO of Amarisoft.

Rapid.Space relies on state-of-the-art technologies provided Nexedi and their experience in network and Big Data
management as well as Amarisoft for its experience in 4G and 5G virtualized networks. 

Rapid.Space has many advantages over current market players

In addition to a price 2 to 20 times cheaper than the competition and an unparalleled ethical level (free code, zero-
knowledge, circular economy, low PUE, renewable electricity, etc.), Rapid.Space has additional rare and unique features..

Rapid.Space is a reversible or duplicable cloud service that allows to combine public, private or hybrid clouds with or without
the participation of Rapid.Space. No other operator offers this because Rapid.Space is the only cloud operator whose
source code is completely free, even the billing.

It is a mobile edge computing (MEC) service for the operation of 4G and 5G infrastructures, centralized or distributed, public
or private, allowing to share the same frequency for 4G and 5G, and whose code is free or accessible under license, even
subscriber management.

Rapid.Space offers large servers with fast disks and 10 Gbps network. This type of offer is still quite rare. It is well suited for
Big Data applications, large-scale ERP systems, load testing, or machine sharing by developers (via containers or
equivalent).

Rapid.Space offers an unparalleled presence in China in terms of connection, operation and payment, integration that
virtually no other operator offers outside of the conventional Chinese cloud operators.

Finally, Rapid.Space integrates a global CDN associated with a DNS and an IPv6 network with unrivalled latency
minimization. Thanks to this CDN, a site legally deployed in Europe or China can be accessed from anywhere in the world in
a fast and reliable manner.

Among the first references using Rapid.Space's technology, we are permitted to disclose /e/ OS, the publisher of the French
sovereign smartphone, the City of Munich for an industrial Big Data platform as well as the PSA Group for ERP applications
and Bip&Go to ensure the resilience of its key applications (eCommerce site and ERP5 backoffice). 
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About Rapid.Space
Rapid.Space is a cloud provider whose "Hyper Open" approach is based exclusively on the use of free, fully auditable and
reversible software, hardware and management procedures under open licenses. Rapid.Space is present in France,
Germany, Sweden, the Netherlands and China. It covers about 85% of the most sophisticated public cloud services.

Contact : Jean-Paul Smets - CEO - Tel: +33 (0)6 29 02 44 25 - jp (at) rapid.space

Further information on : www.rapid.space

About Nexedi
Nexedi is Europe's leading open source software publisher with a portfolio of around ten software products and 15 million
lines of code. It is the creator of the "ERP5" - the open source integrated management software package deployed in
companies such as SANEF, Aribus, Kyorin, PSA, Toyota and Mitsubishi. Nexedi is the main contributor to SlapOS, a

https://handbook.rapid.space/RS-Hyper.Open.Converged.Cloud.Debut
http://www.rapid.space
http://www.rapid.space


European Edge Computing technology used by Teralab clouds for big data and artificial intelligence applications. Nexedi is
the author of the Wendelin software used in applications for automatic processing of large data volumes of by machine
learning (AI) or physical models in Industry 4.0.

Nexedi provides 24/7 support companies and governments who wish to migrate their critical business applications to long
term maintained open source solutions.

Contact : info (at) nexedi.com

Further information on:  www.nexedi.com

About Amarisoft
Amarisoft is a software publisher specialized in LTE 4G and 5G NR mobile telecom infrastructures. Inventor of the vRAN 7
years ago, it has today a complete 4G and 5G software suite including the base station (eNodeB and gNodeB), the core
network (ePC and 5GC) as well as a phone software stack (4G and 5G UE). The particularity of this technology is that it runs
on standard PC-type hardware, which makes Amarisoft's offer unique.

With more than 600 customers (including 95% in export), Amarisoft helps wireless telecom players to accelerate projects
and offer reliable products at the best cost to test and/or deploy 4G and 5G mobile infrastructures.

Contact : sales (at) amarisoft.com

For more information: www.amarisoft.com
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